Second harmonic generation imaging distinguishes both high-grade dysplasia and cancer from normal colonic mucosa.
Second harmonic generation (SHG) is a novel imaging technology that could provide optical biopsy during endoscopy with advantages over current technology. SHG has the unique ability to evaluate the amount of extracellular matrix collagen protein and its alignment. Hematoxylin- and eosin-stained slides from colon biopsies (normal, low-grade dysplasia (LGD), high-grade dysplasia (HGD), and cancer) were examined with SHG imaging. Both signal intensity and collagen fiber alignment were measured. Average intensity per pixel (AIPP) was obtained, and an analyzing polarizer was used to calculate β, an alignment parameter. The mean AIPP for normal mucosa was 48, LGD was 38, HGD was 42, and malignancy was 123 (p < 0.01). The AIPP ROC curve between malignant versus non-malignant tissue was 0.96 (0.93-0.99). An AIPP value of 60 can differentiate malignancy with 87 % sensitivity and 90 % specificity. The mean β for normal tissue was 0.490, LGD was 0.379, HGD was 0.345, and cancer was 0.453 (p = 0.013), with a normal tissue mean rank of 6.5 compared to 2.5 for HGD (p = 0.029). SHG signal intensity can differentiate malignant from non-malignant colonic polyp tissue with high sensitivity and specificity. Anisotropic polarization can discern HGD from normal colonic polyp tissue. SHG can thus distinguish both HGD and malignant lesions in an objective numeric fashion, without contrast agents or interpretation skills. SHG could be incorporated into endoscopy equipment to enhance white light endoscopy.